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Abstra t | Existing and emerging layer-4 swit hing te hnologies require pa ket lassi ation to be performed on
more than one header elds, known as layer-4 lookup. Currently, the fastest general layer-4 lookup s heme delivers a
throughput of 1 Million Lookups Per Se ond (MLPS), far
o from 25/75 MLPS needed to support 50/150 Gbps layer4 router. We propose the use of route a hing to speed
up layer-4 lookup, and design and implement a a he arhite ture for this purpose. We investigated the lo ality
behavior of the Interent traÆ (at layer-4) and proposed
a near-LRU algorithm that best harness this behavior. In
implementation, to best approximate fully-asso iative nearLRU using relatively inexpensive set-asso iative hardware,
we invented a dynami set-asso iative s heme that exploits
the ni e properties of N-universal hash fun tions. The a he
ar hite ture a hieves a high and stable hit ratio above 90
per ent and a fast throughput up to 75 MLPS at a reasonable ost ($700/1700 for 50/150 Gbps router).
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I. Introdu tion

Existing and emerging layer-4 swit hing te hnologies
su h as pa ket- ltering rewall, RSVP, di erentiated servi es, QoS routing, Virtual Private Networking (VPN), and
multi asting all require the forwarding de ision to be made
not only on destination address, but also on sour e address, port numbers, and proto ol. This problem is known
as layer-4 pa ket lassi ation or layer-4 lookup [1℄, [2℄.
The motivation behind layer-4 pa ket lassi ation and its
various appli ations are well do umented in [1℄ and [2℄. Today, exponential growth in demand for Internet bandwidth
has driven the throughput of Internet routers to 50 Gbps
[3℄. To support su h a high bandwidth at layer-4, pa ket
lassi ation needs to be performed at 25 Million Lookups
Per Se ond (MLPS), assuming an average pa ket size of
2000 bits. However, the fastest general s heme for layer-4
lookup [1℄ only delivers 1 MLPS, whi h is only about 4%
of what is needed for a 50 Gbps layer-4 router.
As a high degree of temporal lo ality an be observed at
transport layer [4℄, [5℄, [6℄, we propose to employ route
a he to improve the speed of layer-4 lookup. We designed a layer-4 route a he ar hite ture that a hieves a
high and stable hit ratio of 92% with only 0.6% variation. This is a hieved using our novel a he management
algorithm alled near-LRU that best exploits the lo ality
behavior exhibited by the Internet traÆ at layer-4 [4℄,
[5℄. However, near-LRU is still a fully-asso iative algorithm whi h is not s alable to large a he size. Using
traditional set-asso iative hardware to approximate nearLRU may result in a large amount of ollision misses. For

better approximation, we invented a te hnique alled dynami set-asso iative s heme based on our novel statistially independent parallel hashing s heme. This te hnique
uts the amount of ollision misses by 75% to 90%. The
a he ar hite ture is built upon an emerging DRAM te hnology alled SLDRAM [7℄, [8℄ that a hieves the same high
throughput as SRAM at the unit pri e of DRAM. The
throughput of our a he ar hite ture is 22.5/45 MLPS using 400/800 MHz SLDRAM te hnology. Using our lazywriteba k s heme, this throughput is further improved to
37.5/75 MLPS, whi h is able to support 75/150 Gbps layer4 routers. The VLSI implementation of the a he ar hite ture is laid out and is ready for fabri ation. The ost of
su h a a he ar hite ture is in the worst ase 700/1700 dollars for a 50/150 Gbps router.
This paper is organized as follows. Se tion II formulates the problem of layer-4 pa ket lassi ation. Se tion
III presents the issues and hallenges with layer-4 a hing.
Se tion IV proposes the on ept of near-LRU a he. Se tion V presents the design and implementation of the proposed a he ar hite ture. Se tion VI des ribes how dynami set-asso iative s heme helps approximate near-LRU
through detailed performan e analysis. Se tion VII proposes the lazy-writeba k s heme that an dramati ally improve the throughput of the a he. Se tion VIII on ludes
the paper.
II. Layer-4 Lookup and Related Works

The problem of layer-4 pa ket lassi ation an be formulated as follows. The forwarding table of a layer-4 router
typi ally onsists of a large number of forwarding rules
alled lters. The s hema of the forwarding table onsists
of d+1 attributes, among them d attributes are used as
the key for sear h. They orrespond to the pa ket header
elds based upon whi h a forwarding de ision is made. The
last attribute ontains the forwarding de ision that should
be applied to the pa ket, su h as a ess privilege, resour e
reservation, Type-Of-Servi e (TOS) assignment, queue assignment, and next-hop(s). Ea h key attribute of a lter
allows three types of mat hes: exa t mat h, pre x mat h,
or range mat h [2℄. When a new pa ket arrives, its orresponding header elds are mat hed with the lters using all
three types of mat hes if appli able. A pa ket may mat h
multiple lters and hen e the ambiguity. This ambiguity
is resolved by assigning a priority value to ea h lter. The
obje tive of layer-4 lookup is to nd the mat hing lter
with the highest priority, alled best mat hing lter, for an
in oming pa ket [2℄.
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In layer-4 appli ations like rewalling, RSVP, Di Serv,
and QoS routing, the ve-tuple <destination-IP, sour e-IP,
destination-port, sour e-port, proto ol>, is typi ally used
as key to sear h for the forwarding information. We all
this ve-tuple a layer-4 address. In rewalls, the ACK bit
of TCP ags also parti ipates in making the forwarding
de ision [9℄. However, with the rewriting of forwarding
rules, the he king of ACK bit an be ombined into the
forwarding de ision like \pass if ACK bit is on" or \blo k
if ACK bit is o ". Su h a onversion is always possible
be ause we should be able to tell whether a TCP onne tion, uniquely identi ed by a layer-4 address, is allowed
only one-way (hen e ACK) or both ways. Other layer-4
swit hing appli ations su h as VPN and multi asting use
<destination-IP, sour e-IP> as the sear h key. That is a
spe ial ase of pa ket lassi ation based on layer-4 address and is mu h simpler [1℄, [2℄. This paper will fo us on
the general ase: pa ket lassi ation based on the layer-4
address.
Layer-4 pa ket lassi ation based on d header elds an
be viewed as a d-dimensional range mat h [1℄. The latter is in turn equivalent to the point lo ation problem in
omputational geometry, whi h is to nd the obje t that
a point belongs to among L d-dimensional obje ts[1℄. The
general form of the problem when d > 3 does not have
a ni e algorithmi solution that is low in both time and
spa e omplexities. On the one hand, the best algorithm
in terms of time omplexity requires O(log(L)) omputation, but needs O(Ld ) working spa e [1℄. On the other
hand, the best algorithm in terms of spa e omplexity has
a memory requirement of O(L), but needs O(logd 1 (L))
omputation time [1℄. When N is as large as tens of thousands and d is as large as 5, neither algorithm is realisti
[1℄.
A few solutions were proposed re ently for pa ket lassiation using layer-4 address. Using a hardware implementation, general layer-4 lookup s heme proposed in [1℄ is able
to perform a worst ase of 1 MLPS against a few thousand
lters. Srinivasan et al. [2℄ proposes extended grid of tries
that handles a spe ial ase in whi h port numbers are either wild ards or an exa t number. Their Cross-produ ting
algorithm aims to solve the general lookup problem and its
throughput with small number of lters (no more than 50)
is about 2.47 MLPS. However, the spa e omplexity of this
algorithm grows exponentially with the number of lters. A
a hing-like (di erent from route a hing) approa h, \ondemand ross-produ ting" [2℄ was proposed to solve the
s alability problem but requires \non-deterministi lassiation time" [10℄. Re ursive Flow Classi ation (RFC)
proposed in [10℄ a hieves a lookup speed of 30 MLPS using pipelined hardware implementation. However, it does
not appear to be a general lookup s heme be ause its high
performan e is a hieved on real-life enterprise rewall ltering tables by exploiting their inherent \stru ture and
redundan y." It is not lear whether this exploitation will
ontinue to be possible in other layer-4 swit hing appli ations and/or in ba kbone routers where forwarding rules
an be mu h more random (less stru ture-ri h).
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III. L4 Route Ca he: Issues and Challenges

It has been shown in the literature that a high degree
of temporal lo ality an be observed at the transport layer;
that is, the arrival of a pa ket implies a high probability of
the arrival of another pa ket with the same layer-4 address
in the near future [4℄, [5℄, [6℄. This an be explained by
the fa t that a network obje t su h as a le or a homepage
is broken into a number of pa kets with the same layer-4
address for transit. This implies that if we save a re entlyused lookup result, alled a layer-4 route, in a a he, there
is a high probability that an in oming pa ket will hit the
a he and will be forwarded without a full- edged lookup.
Similar lo ality behavior was observed at layer-3 [11℄ and
a hing has been used in ommer ial routers to speed up
the IP lookup [12℄, [3℄. However, re ent studies show that
the hit ratio of layer-3 route a he tends to be low (60%
to 80%) and unstable [12℄, but none of them seriously explains why. After an in-depth study of the route a hing
pra ti es at layer-3 [12℄, [3℄, we dis overed that this poor
performan e is aused by the way route a he is implemented rather than the a hing approa h per se. Current
layer-3 route a he all uses L1 a he of a general-purpose
CPU, whi h is the ontrol pro essor of the router. For
obvious e onomi al reasons, the design of general-purpose
CPU and its L1 a he is targetting omputer manufa turers, not router designers. L1 a he is not ideal for route
a he due to two major problems. First, L1 tends to be
small in size (typi ally less than 100k) so that when the
number of on urrent a tive ows is large, whi h is often
the ase in ba kbone routers, the hit ratio tends to be low
due to \thrashing" among di erent ows/sessions. Use of
larger L2 a he does not solve this problem be ause the
huge blo k size of L2 is too wasteful for a hing layer-3
routes. In general, a blo k an only a he one address due
to la k of spatial lo ality between onse utive addresses,
e.g., a pa ket destined for 164.107.60.88 is not ne essarily followed by a pa ket destined for 164.107.60.89 in the
near future. Se ond, the program memory referen e and
IP address referen e (viewed as 32-bit virtual address) have
totally di erent lo ality behavior, and L1 a he aters to
the former. L1 a he is set-asso iative whi h typi ally uses
random repla ement among di erent sets. This is a right
hoi e for CPU a hing in whi h relatively expensive LRU
outperforms random repla ement very little [13℄. However,
for route a hing, our simulation study found that LRU
signi antly outperforms random repla ement in terms of
miss ratio at both layer-3 and layer-4. Our layer-4 a he
ar hite ture is designed in su h a way that it will not \inherit" either problem: it employs de ent amount of DRAM
so that the a he size is not an issue; it employs our nearLRU a he repla ement algorithm whi h a hieves almost
the same low miss ratio as LRU (provably optimal) with
mu h lower implementation omplexity.
The system model of a layer-4 router with route a he
is shown in Fig. 1. The route pro essor of a layer-4
router onsists of a route a he and a few (or possibly
one) ba kup pa ket lassi ers. When a pa ket arrives at
a port of a router, the line ard at that port will extra t its layer-4 address and put it in a route lookup re-
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Fig. 1. System Model of Our Layer Ca hing Approa h

quest to be sent to the route pro essor. The route proessor will rst sear h the route a he for a mat h. If a
hit o urs, the orresponding forwarding de ision will be
sent ba k to the line ard immediately. Otherwise, the
pa ket will be forwarded to a ba kup pa ket lassi er. The
ba kup pa ket lassi er will perform a full- edged layer-4
lookup using the fastest general layer-4 pa ket lassi ation
s heme. The result will be sent to the line ard and saved
into the route a he. Let Hba kup be the total throughput
of all ba kup pa ket lassi ers, R be the miss ratio of the
route a he, and H a he be the throughput of the route
a he. Then the lookup throughput of the route pro essor
is Hpro essor =MIN (H a he; HbaRkup ). This states that a
speedup of R1 in layer-4 lookup throughput an be a hieved
if the throughput of the a he itself does not be ome a bottlene k.
This system model is most ost-e e tive for layer-4
routers that employ entralized route pro essing [14℄, in
whi h all lookup requests from ea h and every line ard
are handled by one route pro essor, for two reasons. First,
the 50/150 Gbps lookup throughput of the route a he an
be fully utilized in the entral route pro essor of a 50/150
Gbps router. Multiple route a he modules an work in
parallel if higher bandwidth is needed. Se ond, when the
amount of layer-4 swit hed traÆ at ea h port is not evenly
distributed, entralized approa h a hieves the best utilization of the lookup engine by statisti ally multiplexing the
lookup requests into a single stream. A design alternative to entralized route pro essing is to pla e one route
pro essor on ea h line ard, known as distributed route
pro essing (The relative advantages and disadvantages of
either approa h and the ommer ial router produ ts that
adopt either approa h are well dis ussed in [14℄.). As the
highest per-link bandwidth that will soon be ommer ially
available is only 9.6 Gbps (OC-192), route a he will be
underutilized under distributed route pro essing.
Due to a number of te hni al hallenges, a hing is not
looked upon as a promising te hnology in the layer-4 lookup
resear h ommunity. Layer-4 pa ket lassi ation papers
[1℄, [2℄ are skepti al whether full-header layer-4 a hing an
be a stable, reliable, and ost-e e tive approa h. Looking at these skepti ism in a positive way, they are posing
a number of hallenges that an e e tive layer-4 a hing
s heme must meet in order to be te hnologi ally and e onomi ally viable. Two major hallenges are posed by these
riti isms. First, the a he ar hite ture should deliver a
high, stable, and predi table hit ratio on average as well as
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in the worst ase. Srinivasan et al. doubt whether layer-4
a hing an a hieve a de ent hit ratio when layer-3 route
a he an only a hieve 60% to 80% hit ratio in ba kbone
routers [12℄. Lakshman et al. [1℄ are on erned that the
hit ratio may not be stable enough so that when the hit ratio is low, the ba kup pa ket lassi ers will be temporarily
overloaded. We meet this hallenge by delivering a a he
ar hite ture that a hieves 92% hit ratio with only 0.6%
variation. We showed above why our layer-4 a he ar hite ture will not \inherit" the hit ratio problem from layer-3
a hing pra ti es [12℄. Se ond, it should withstand denialof-servi e atta k. Lakshman et al. [1℄ are on erned that \a
mali ious user or group of users dis overing the limitations
of the hash algorithms or a hing te hniques, an generate traÆ patterns that for e the router to slow down and
drop a large portion of the pa kets arriving at a parti ular
interfa e [1℄." We will address this issue in Se tion VI.A.
An additional hallenge we pose to ourselves is that the
a he should syn hronize with route updates from time to
time without disrupting its servi e. In the layer-3 50 Gbps
router designed by BBN, the entire layer-3 route a he has
to be invalidated periodi ally be ause the Internet route is
unstable and keeps hanging [15℄. This leads to a \ old
start" of the a he periodi ally and the miss ratio during
that period is expe ted to be high [3℄. Our a he ar hite ture will automati ally invalidate a he entries that are
Dlifespan (set to 120s in our a he) se onds old without
a e ting its miss ratio and throughput.
IV. The Notion of Near-LRU Ca he

A. Flow Theory

The on ept of a ow is introdu ed in Cla y's Ph.D thesis [4℄ to hara terize the lo ality behavior of the Internet
traÆ . A ow is de ned as a series of unidire tional pa kets that share the same layer-4 address. A ow is started
when the rst pa ket of the ow arrives and is onsidered
expired when there has been no a tivity for a timeout period Dexpire . A ow is said to be a tive from the time it
was reated until the time it expires. Flow theory [4℄ introdu es some important metri s de ned over an Internet
traÆ tra e, among them two are riti al to the design and
performan e evaluation of our layer-4 route a he ar hite ture. One is the arrival rate of new ows (Dexpire ; t),
and the other is the number of a tive ows F (Dexpire ; t).
A large amount of measurement work has been ondu ted
by NLANR (National Laboratory for Applied Network Resear h) to measure the metri s introdu ed in the ow theory [5℄, [6℄. From the gures and data presented in [5℄ and
[6℄, we found that the values of F and  are almost stationary (not a fun tion of t) provided the traÆ volume
U is fairly stationary. The assumption of the stationarity
of U is a eptable be ause we aim to design a route a he
that is apable of a hieving a stable hit ratio under the
bombardment of the sustained maximum (but onstant)
traÆ volume Umax. The stationarity of these two metri s is further orroborated by our tra e-driven simulation
shown next.
Table I ontains seven FIXWEST Internet ba kbone
tra es obtained from NLANR's FTP site. Sin e the on-
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Tra e Date

Time Duration
(minutes)
6/21/95 15:00 1625
2/28/96 21:45 770
9/18/96 20:17 298
9/26/96 19:17 1233
1/9/97
17:51 1084
5/17/97 10:02 298
11/20/97 19:45 1155

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Average
Pkts/s
14414
13625
13939
9995
8088
3856
9494

TABLE I
The Statisti s of FIXWEST Tra es

14000
Active flows
New flows per second

12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0
0

ept of layer-4 address is only relevant to TCP/UDP pa kets, we ex lude other pa kets (less than 10%) from these
tra es, and pa ket volume (Avg. Pkts/s) in the table ree ts this ex lusion. These tra es will be used in several measurements and tra e-driven simulations throughout this paper. We hoose FIXWEST tra es be ause ba kbone traÆ ontains mu h higher number of a tive ows
per Megabit of traÆ (higher multiplexing level) than trafin a ampus or a orporate gateway, a fa t well orroborated in [4℄, [16℄, [6℄. As the a he performan e is
mu h worse under higher multiplexing level (as in ba kbone router), ba kbone tra es o er a better tou h stone
that tests how well our a he works. FIXWEST tra es,
on the other hand, re ord 100% of the traÆ . Among the
seven tra es listed in Table I, tra e 1 ontains the heaviest pa ket/traÆ volume and has the longest duration.
The simulation and measurement results from this tra e
are presented throughout this paper. Results from other
tra es produ ed similar on lusions.
18000
Packet Volume (in packets per second)
Traffic Volume (in Kbps)

16000
14000
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8000
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2000
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Fig. 2. Pa ket Volume and TraÆ Volume

Fig. 2 shows the traÆ volume U and pa ket volume V
over the 1625-se ond time period. Fig. 3 shows the number of a tive ows F and the arrival rate of new ows 
over this period, when Dexpire is set to 5 se onds. Visually, it an be seen that F is no more bursty than V , and
 is mu h less bursty than U . This omparison is fair beause we ompare the upper/lower urve in Fig. 2 with
the upper/lower urve in Fig. 3 so that the urves in om-
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Fig. 3. A tive Flows and New Flows Per Se ond

parison are of similar s ale. Statisti ally, CX2 = V(Ear[X(X℄)2) ,
oeÆ ient of variation of a random variable X , measures
the variability of X [17℄. The smaller the CX2 , the less variable is X . We measured that CU2 =0.006183, CV2 =0.002817,
CF2 =0.002675, and C2 =0.004882. So CF2 < CV2 and C2 <
CU2 verify our visual observations from the gure. Therefore, the stationarity of both F and  is orroborated in
this measurement. Other tra es o er the same on lusion
on this issue.
B. Near-LRU Ca he Management Algorithm

The stationarity of F and  in the ow theory framework motivates us to propose a a he management algorithm alled near-LRU, whi h aims to exa tly harness this
lo ality behavior. In near-LRU, ea h a he entry is asso iated with a timestamp that is updated whenever this a he
entry is a essed. When there is a need for a he repla ement, a vi tim is randomly hosen among a he entries that
have not been a essed for more than Dexpire se onds. Assume no ollision happens and the expired entries are not
allowed to produ e a hit. Then average miss ratio a hieved
by near-LRU a he is Rnear LRU = V , the arrival rate
of new ows divided by the pa ket volume be ause ea h
new ow auses exa tly one miss when its rst pa ket arrives. The stationarity of  indi ates that Rnear LRU is
fairly stationary. From the same set of data used in Fig.
2pand 3, we measured that E [Rnear LRU ℄ = 9:261% and
V ar(Rnear LRU ) = 0:006044, that is, near-LRU algorithm a hieves a hit ratio of 90.7% with only 0.6% standard
deviation! The number of a tive ows F indi ates the approximate number of entries the a he ar hite ture needs
to have. The stationarity of F is extremely important for
the \well-de nedness" of our near-LRU algorithm in the
sense that it allows us to provision the a he size for the
worst s enario without mu h waste in the average ase.
Near-LRU is a tually a near-optimal a he management
algorithm in the sense that it a hieves almost the lowest hit
ratio among all nonlookahead (no knowledge about future)
a he management algorithms. We prove this in two steps.
First, we show that near-LRU is almost equivalent to LRU
in a hing Internet traÆ . Suppose the number of a tive
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ows F is onstant over time and we have an F -entry nearLRU a he. Then when a new ow arrives, exa tly one
a he entry should expire (otherwise, we have F +1 a tive
ows) and it is sele ted for repla ement. However, this
entry is obviously the least-re ently used entry. So given
that F is almost stationary, this management algorithm is
almost identi al to LRU algorithm.
Se ond, we need to show that, given the number of
a he entries, LRU a he a hieves the lowest miss ratio
among nonlookahead algorithms. LRU sta k model is typi ally used to measure the lo ality behavior of a memory or traÆ tra e [18℄. In the sta k model, the sta k
ontains the addresses that are referen ed in the past.
When an address is referen ed, it is taken out from its
urrent lo ation and pushed to the top of the sta k. Let
Pi denote the probability of ith sta k position (1st position is the sta k top) being referen ed. The address referen es are said to satisfy weak lo ality ondition at size
S if MIN (P1 ; P2 ;    ; PS ) > MAX (PS+1; PS+2 ;   ). It is
proved in the virtual memory literature that with S entries
of a he, LRU is the best repla ement algorithm if the weak
lo ality ondition at size S is satis ed [18℄.
0.1
The stack reference pdf
0.01

0.001

0.0001

1e-05

1e-06
0

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000
The stack depth

Fig. 4. Sta k Referen e pdf

Fig. 3 shows the sta k referen e probability density fun tion (pdf) measured from FIXWEST tra e 1. It shows that

ex ept for some humps before the sta k distan e 2000, the
pdf keeps de reasing afterwards. The weak lo ality ondition is satis ed for any S > 2000. Measurements of other
tra es produ e the similar results. We on lude that when
the a he size is fairly large (> 2000), LRU should be the
optimal a he management algorithm.
C. The Growth of F and  in the Future

So far, we get ex iting results from FIXWEST tra es.
However, the TCP/UDP traÆ volume of the heaviest
tra e (tra e 1) is only 30.8 Mbps. Can the same or higher
hit ratio be a hieved in the future by near-LRU a he when
the traÆ volume is as high as 150 Gbps? To answer this
question, we need to either test our near-LRU algorithm on
tra es of mu h higher traÆ volume (if not 50 to 150 Gbps)
or prove that our results will ontinue to hold with mu h
higher traÆ volume. Unfortunately, the former is not possible be ause FIXWEST tra es are the heaviest ba kbone
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tra es that re ords 100% of the ba k-to-ba k traÆ and are
publi ly available to us. So, we resort to the latter alternative. We noti e that the miss ratio of near-LRU a he
is equal to 1 ,  being the average number of pa kets in a
ow. The reason is that in near-LRU a he, exa tly one
miss is en ountered for ea h and every ow. A loser look
at  reveals that it re e ts the average amount of traÆ
inside a ow. So the hit ratio will be higher in the future if
the average amount of the traÆ per ow is larger. Using
the same insights in arguing for the pa ket train model [19℄,
a ow is typi ally a series of pa kets that are transporting
a network obje t su h as an le or a homepage. As the average size of the networking obje t keeps in reasing thanks
to the fan ier homepages and larger appli ation les, the
average number of pa kets in a ow is at least not going to
de rease. Therefore, the near-LRU a he should produ e
an equal or higher hit ratio in the future.
Now that the same high hit ratio an be guaranteed in
the future, then how many a he entries do we need to
a hieve that? It is worth noting that the number of a tive ows F a tually re e ts the number of a tive users
(the multiplexing level). When the total traÆ volume inreases, it will ertainly a ommodate more a tive users
and hen e higher F . However, the growth of F should not
be faster than the growth of the traÆ volume U , that
)
U (future)
is, FF(future
(now)  U (now) . The reason is that the per-user
bandwidth is a tually FU , the total traÆ volume divided by
the number of a tive ows (a tive users). Sin e it is obvious
that future Internet users should enjoy an equal or higher
now)  U (future) , whi h is
per-user bandwidth, we have FU ((now
)
F (future)
equivalent to the formula above. In other words, though
the absolute multiplexing level (F ) in reases with the traÆ
volume, the relative multiplexing level ( UF ) is not. We found
through our simulation that 10,000 entries are needed for
FIXWEST tra e 1 (30.8 Mbps) traÆ to a hieve a hit ratio
over 90%. Note that this number is mu h smaller than the
number of a tive ows reported in [6℄ and [16℄ in traÆ
stream of similar bandwidth. The di eren e is due to the
fa t that they assumed a timeout value of 64 se onds while
we use a timeout of approximately 5 se onds, whi h is good
enough for a hieving a de ent hit ratio. As we have shown
that the number of a tive ows grows at most linearly with
the traÆ volume, a 50/150 Gbps layer-4 router will in the
worst ase need 16/48 million entries of a he. As ea h
layer-4 a he entry is 128-bit long (explained later), we are
looking at 256/768 Mbyte a he memory in the worst ase.
In summary, we showed that we an ontinue to a hieve
the same or higher hit ratio in the future when the traÆ
volume is thousands of times higher, at the ost of larger
amount of a he memory whi h is at most proportional to
the in reases of the traÆ volume.
V. Proposed Ca he Ar hite ture

Generally speaking, a a he is hunks of RAM augmented by ontrol logi for sear h and repla ement. The
RAM we will use in our route a he is an emerging
DRAM te hnology alled Syn hronous Link DRAM (SLDRAM). SLDRAM an deliver a very high throughput for
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read/write in burst mode (a series of a esses to onse utive memory lo ations). SLDRAM is perfe t for layer-4
route a hing be ause a essing a 128-bit layer-4 route is
exa tly burst reads/writes that SLDRAM is geared toward.
A 400/800 MHz SLDRAM an deliver 16 bits data every
2.5/1.25 ns and therefore an read/write a 128-bit layer-4
route every 20/10 ns. Inside a SLDRAM hip there are a
number of independent DRAM banks augmented by interleaving logi to sustain high bandwidth and pipelining logi
to allow a new read/write to be issued before the previous
read/write is nished. Sin e the ore te hnology inside SLDRAM is DRAM and the pipelining and interleaving logi
only adds 10% to 20% ost penalty [8℄, we expe t that
the pri e of the SLDRAM will drop to about 2 dollars per
Mbyte (The pri e of DRAM is now about 1.5 dollars per
Mbyte) in the near future. As in the worst ase 256/768
MB route a he is needed for a 50/150 Gbps router, we are
looking at a memory ost of 500/1500 dollars.
The ar hite ture of the route a he is shown in Fig. 5.
It onsists of N independent SLDRAM banks, ea h storing
M = 2r entries. When a lookup request arrives, the 97bit layer-4 address in the request will be pro essed by N
di erent hardware hash fun tions in parallel to produ e N
r-bit hash values and (97 r)-bit tags. Ea h hash value an
be viewed as a memory lo ation indexed into an SLDRAM
bank where the route a he that mat hes the layer-4 address may potentially be stored. Ea h a he entry ontains
three elds, a (97 r)-bit tag, a 32-bit forwarding de ision (\next-hop") eld, and a 16-bit \timestamps" eld.
As r is typi ally between 20 and 24, we an t the whole
re ord into 16 bytes while reserving three to seven ex ess
bits for ontrol signals. The \tag" elds in these entries
will be ompared with the tag values outputed from the
hardware hash fun tions in parallel. If one entry mat hes,
we have a hit and its \next-hop" eld will be output as
the nal \next-hop" result from the multiplexer. Otherwise, we have a miss, whi h is handled by the following
approximation of near-LRU repla ement poli y.
The \timestamps" eld onsists of an 8-bit timestamp
LIFESPAN that re ords when the entry was reated, and
an 8-bit timestamp EXPIRE that re ords when the entry
was last updated. LIFESPAN is used to he k whether
the entry is more than Dlifespan se onds old, whi h indi ates that the a he entry should no longer be trusted.
EXPIRE is used to he k whether the entry has expired,
whi h indi ates that it is a potential andidate for repla ement. The value of EXPIRE eld is in remented by 1
every 81 se ond in 0!1!2!   !255!0!   rounds. To
he k if an entry expires is to he k if T 2 [EXP IRE ,
EXP IRE +Dexpire ℄ (T is the urrent time), when the
threshold 255 is not rossed, or to he k if T  EXP IRE
or T  EXP IRE + Dexpire 256, when the threshold is
rossed. Sin e Dexpire is usually between 4 to 6 se onds in
our ar hite ture and ea h \round" is 32 se onds, we estimate that when the a he is in a tive use, the han e for
\ambiguity", in whi h a \very old" (more than 16 se onds
old) ow to be identi ed as an a tive ow, is in nitesimal. EXPIRE is in remented by 1 every 2 se onds as it
needs longer representable time duration but an tolerate
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less pre ision. These he ks are performed by N Preproessing (PP) modules in parallel and the results are fed to
the repla ement logi . If at least one entry expires, one
among the expired entries will be hosen for repla ement.
Otherwise, we have a \ ollision," and one among the N
entries will be randomly hosen as vi tim. This random
repla ement is emulated in the repla ement logi module
as follows. A log(N )-bit state ve tor re ords the index (say
I) of the bank that is most re ently repla ed. The repla ement logi is to to sear h the orresponding a he entries
in bank I+1, I+2, ..., and I+N (modulo N) in sequen e,
and the rst one that expires will the repla ed. If no banks
expire, the item in bank I+1 will be repla ed. The state
ve tor will be updated with the index of the bank that the
repla ed entry belongs to. This logi an be implemented
using a (N +log(N ))2N ROM. In our simulation study, we
found that this emulated randomness is indistinguishable
(in terms of hit ratio) from the true random repla ement.
In our a he ar hite ture, the number of independent
memory banks N is 8. The a he ar hite ture an be implemented as a printed ir uitry board atta hed to a port of
the swit hing fabri . As the implemenation of other omponents ( hips) su h as equal-only omparators, repla ement logi and PP modules (merged into one hip), and
multiplexer is straightforward, we only need to explain the
implmentation of the N hash fun tions. It will be lear in
Se tion VI.A that these N hash fun tions an be made out
of N identi al generi hips (by initializing their internal
state registers to di erent values), and ea h su h generi
hip is very amenable to hardware implemenation. We estimated that a 97-in 97-out generi hip o upies an area
of 2.5mm by 2.5mm using 0.25 m CMOS pro ess and its
ost is no more than 10 dollars (in luding pa kaging) assuming reasonable level of mass produ tion (e.g., 3000+)
[20℄. We estimated that the total ost of the ontrol logi is
within 200 dollars. So the total ost of the a he ar hite ture is in the worst ase 700/1700 dollars (for 50/150 Gbps
router) in luding the ost of memory. As su h a ost is
per-router (not per port), it is justi ed for a 50/150 Gbps
layer-4 router.
We have shown in Se tion III that the desired speedup
1 an not be a hieved by a hing if the throughput of the
R
a he, H a he , be omes a bottlene k. We estimated that
the propagation delay along the riti al path of the ontrol
logi is well below 10ns if implemented using ommodity
VLSI te hnology (e.g., 0.25 m CMOS pro ess), the time
needed for 800 MHz SLDRAM to a ess a 128-bit layer-4
route. With proper pipelining, the hashing, omparison,
and repla ement operations an be done in parallel with
the memory read/write. Therefore, the lookup operation
an be performed as fast as the bandwidth of SLDRAM
divided by the number of memory a esses needed for a
lookup. One read is needed for ea h layer-4 lookup. If
a hit o urs, one write is needed to update the EXPIRE
bits. If a miss o urs, two writes are needed to write
an \interim entry" and a nal entry. The interim entry,
whi h is written into the entry to be repla ed before the
lookup result from the ba kup lassi er is available, avoids
write/write ra e ondition by indi ating that \the forward-
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Fig. 5. Hardware Design of Our Ca hing Approa h

Ea h hash fun tion in H3 lass is a linear transformation
ing de ision is in sear h." With a miss ratio of 10%, ea h
layer-4 lookup will a ess the memory 2.1 times on average. B T = QAT that maps a w-bit binary string A = a1 a2    aw
So the throughput of the a he in terms of MLPS is 46% to an r-bit binary string B = b1 b2    br as follows:
of the available throughput of the memory. Considering
1
0
1 0
10
a
b1
the fa tor that memory refresh takes away about 6% of the
1
q
q



q
11
12
1w
B a2 C
B b2 C B
bandwidth, a 400/800 MHz SLDRAM an deliver 22.5/45
C
B
C B q21 q22    q2w C
CB
B .. C = 
. C (1)
MLPS, enough to support 45/90 Gbps layer-4 routers. Us.................. AB
 .. A
 . A
ing our lazy-writeba k strategy (des ribed in Se tion VII),
qr1 qr2    qrw
aw
br
this throughput an be further improved to 75/150 Gbps.
Here a k-bit string is treated as a k-dimensional ve tor
VI. Dynami Set-Asso iative Ca he
over GF(2) = f0,1g and T stands for transposition. Q is
a r  w matrix de ned over GF(2) and ea h hash fun tion
A. The Con eptual Overview
in H3 is uniquely orresponding to su h a Q. So ea h hash
Our a he ar hite ture would be a regular N -way set- fun tion in the lass an be on gured from a generi hip
asso iative s heme ( alled stati set-asso iative s heme) if by initializing its internal state registers to the row ve tors
the N hardware hash fun tions were the same. However, as of Q. The multipli ation and addition in GF(2) is boolean
we will show, stati set-asso iative a he will bring about a AND (denoted as Æ) and XOR (denoted as ), respe tively.
high volume of ollision miss when its load is high. We ut Ea h bit of B is al ulated as:
the ollision miss down by 75% to 90% using our novel dy- bi = (a1 Æ qi1 )  (a2 Æ qi2 )      (aw Æ qiw ) i = 1; 2;    ; r
The tag is obtained as follows. Denote the row ve tors
nami set-asso iative s heme, in whi h these N hash fun tions h1 ; h2 ;    ; hN satisfy the following property. Given a of Q as Vi , i = 1; 2;    ; r. We restri t the hoi e of Vi
random hash key X , h1 (X ),h2 (X ),  ,and hN (X ) are iden- so that they are linearly independent. This is not a seti al independent uniformly distributed random variables. vere restri tion be ause the probability for r ve tors ranIn hashing literature, this type of hash fun tion is alled N- domly hosen from f0; 1gw being linearly independent is
universal hash fun tion [21℄. It is well established that N rQ1(1 2i )  1 rP1 2i  1 2r w , (1 2i ) being
2w
2w
2w
hash fun tions randomly hosen from a fun tion lass alled i=0
i=0
H3 [22℄ are N-universal hash fun tions. A fair amount of the probability that vi does not belong to the ve tor spa e
measurement is done in the literature [21℄, [23℄ to demon- spanned by fv1 ; v2 ;    ; vi 1 g. (The rst inequality is a spestrate that the a tual performan e of su h hash fun tions ial ase of Bernoulli's inequality.) In our system design,
on real life data as well as on random data satis es the N- where w = 97 and r is typi ally between 20 and 24, this
universal property. Also, it was shown in [23℄ that H3 hash probability is greater than 0.999999. Now that they are
fun tions are very amenable to hardware implementation. linearly independent, we an expand these r ve tors into
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a basis V1 , V2 ,  ,Vr ,Vr+1 ,Vr+2 ,  ,Vw in the ve tor spa e
f0; 1gw . Let Q be the (w r)  w matrix, the ith row of
T
whi h is Vr+i , i=1,2,...,w r. Then B = QAT is the
tag. This pro edure has not been reported in hashing literature be ause H3 hash fun tions have never been used
for a hing.
The novelty of the dynami set-asso iative s heme is
best assessed by omparing with existing parallel hashing
s hemes that expli itly or impli itly take advantage of the
ni e property of N-universal hash fun tions [21℄, [24℄, [25℄,
[26℄. The s heme in [21℄, whi h is losest to ours, employs the same hash fun tions (H3 ) and is interested in the
same metri (number of ollisions). However, our s heme
is fundamentally di erent from [21℄ in two ways. First, the
targeted appli ation of [21℄ is di tionary in whi h ea h entry (e.g., English word) has to be inserted without evi ting
the existing entries. So it has to rehash the existing entries
when a ollision o urs, an issue our s heme does not need
to address. Se ond, s heme in [21℄ operates in prioritized
mode while our s heme operates in random mode. We will
explain both modes in Se tion VI.C and show that they
have totally di erent performan e hara teristi s. S hemes
in [24℄, [25℄, [26℄ are so di erent from ours in operation settings and targeted metri s that a meaningful omparison
requires far more spa e than we an a ord here. In summary, the novelty of our s heme is re e ted in three aspe ts.
First, our s heme is not a simple appli ation, adaptation,
or modi ation of any of these s hemes. Se ond, to the
best of our knowledge, no performan e modeling that is
similar to that of our s heme (for the random mode) has
appeared in literature of any sort. Third, no lose s heme
has been proposed for the a hing purpose.
The dynami set-asso iative s heme is mu h more robust than stati set-asso iative a he in withstanding the
denial-of-servi e atta k. For example, if the a he were
built on regular set-asso iative a he (using bit-extra tion
as the hash fun tion), it would be very easy for a ha ker to
\over rowd" parti ular a he sets so that legitimate ows
hashed into these sets will undergo severe thrashing. However, with dynami hashing s heme, the mali ious pa kets
from the ha ker will be uniformly distributed in the a he
so that no parti ular set or sets will be hurt severely.
B. Performan e Analysis

Now we are in a position to show how dynami setasso iative s heme a hieves a lower miss ratio than stati
set-asso iative s heme. In both dynami and stati

s hemes, the total miss ratio R an be broken down as
R=Rnew +R ollision -Rstealing . Rnew refers to the misses
aused by the arrival of the new ows that do not ause
a ollision (at least one among N repla ement andidates
expires). The value of Rnew is slightly smaller than 1 (
is the average number of pa kets in a ow). The di eren e
between them is explained by the fa t that some a he
misses that auses ollisions are a tually new ows (should
be ounted in Rnew ), but are re orded in R ollision instead.
R ollision refers to the portion of miss ratio that is aused
by ollision, whi h our s heme tries to minimize. In our
a he, when an entry expires, there is a high probability

Dexpire (s)
4.0
4.4
4.8
5.2
5.6
6.0

E[O℄
53
77
110
160
226
312

E [℄
16.676
25.426
37.909
54.067
74.924
101.272
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0.3146
0.3302
0.3446
0.3379
0.3315
0.3246

TABLE II
The relationship between E[O℄ and

for it to be repla ed by a new entry. However, there is
still a ertain han e for it to be a essed again and \reinstated" into an a tive ow. This entry is ounted as a
new ow in Rnew but it auses no miss. So some miss ratio
should be dedu ted from Rnew and we all it stealing ratio,
denoted as Rstealing . Through both performan e analysis
and simulation study, it an be shown that under the same
system parameters, Rnew and Rstealing are almost the same
in stati s heme as in dynami s heme.
Dynami set-asso iative s heme a hieves a mu h smaller
miss ratio than stati set-asso iative s heme be ause it
uts R ollision by 75 to 90 per ent. We demonstrate this
in two steps. In the rst step, we show (till the end of
this paragraph) that in both dynami and set-asso iative
s hemes, R ollision is the same linear fun tion of a variable
. In this step, the dis ussion and al ulation is uni ed
for both stati and dynami ases. In the se ond step, we
show this is mu h smaller under dynami set-asso iative
s heme ( dynami ) than under stati set-asso iative s heme
( stati ). Let  denote the number of ollisions that o urs
in the a he per se ond. Then we know that R ollision = V ,
the number of ollisions per se ond divided by the number
of pa kets per se ond. Let us put F distin t items into
a set-asso iative a he (dynami or stati ) and let O be
the average number of ollisions that o urs in the proesses. We an see that O a tually represents the average
number of a tive ows that are not a hed at any given
time. We further nd that there is a linear relationship
between O and , that is,  = O, being alled the ollision rate. This fa t is indire tly proved in CPU a hing
literature [27℄ and is orroborated by our experimental results from FIXWEST tra e 1. We an see from Table II
that almost remains onstant while O and  vary. We
de ne ollision ratio as the average number of a tive
ows in ollision divided by the number of a tive ows F ,
that is, = OF . Then
R ollision is expressed as R ollision =
 = O = F = F  . In both dynami and set-asso iative
V V
V
V
s hemes, VF is a onstant when the traÆ tra e and system
parameters like M , N , and Dexpire are xed. This onstant
is measured to be between 0.3 and 0.5 from FIXWEST
tra es when Dexpire is between 4 to 6 se onds. Therefore
R ollision is about 30 to 50 per ent of .
Now we show that under the same load ratio , deF ,
ned as = MN
dynami is mu h smaller than stati .
Both dynami and stati are found to be a fun tion of
N (number of banks) and , but not a fun tion of M
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Load
Ratio
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
Load
Ratio
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

dynami

Theory Experiment Stdev
1.851e-3
1.825e-3
5.772e-5
6.237e-3
6.265e-3
8.001e-5
1.730e-2
1.730e-2
1.015e-4
4.006e-2
4.014e-2
2.395e-4
stati

Theory Experiment Stdev
2.031e-2
2.029e-2
1.668e-4
3.971e-2
3.973e-2
3.246e-4
6.682e-2
6.673e-2
2.297e-4
1.007e-1
1.007e-1
3.601e-4
TABLE III
dynami

vs.

stati

(size of a bank). stati is estimated as follows. Let Y
be the random variable that denotes the number of entries
mapped to an arbitrary row of N entries with the same
index ( alled a set). When M is fairly large (> 1024), P
an be approximated by Poisson distribution P [Y = i℄ =
(N )i exp( N ) . Sin e the ollision ratio from an arbitrary
i!
set (randomly hosen) is exa tly the overall ollision ratio,
PN (N )i exp( N )
.
stati = 1
i=0
i!
is
estimated
as
follows.
Let us assume p(x; s)
dynami
denotes the probability that x data items are put into a he
and s items settle (do not ause a ollision). Then assume that all the items that settle is evenly distributed in
the N banks. We have the following
re urren
e ondition:
h
N
N i
s
s
1
p(x; s) = NM p(x 1; s)+ 1 MN
p(x 1; s 1).
On the right-hand side, the rst term is the probability
that the xth item ollides with other items in all N banks.
The se ond term is the probability that the xth item does
not ollide with another item in at least one bank and gets
inserted. The initial ondition is p(1,1)=1
and p(1,s)=0,
P
s=1,2,  ,F . Then dynami = EF[O℄ = Fs=1 (F sF)p(F;s) =
PF sp(F;s)
1
s=1 F . As this re urren e ondition is omplex,
we an not get a losed form expression for . Fortunately, p(F; s), s=1,2,  ,F an be al ulated using a twodimensional dynami programming algorithm and through
optimization the spa e omplexity of the algorithm is only
O(F ).
Table III shows dynami and stati under various load
onditions (from 0.5 to 0.9). The theoreti al results are
al ulated using aforementioned equations. To obtain the
experimental results, we simulated a route a he ar hite ture in whi h N = 8 and M = 217 . It uses eight hash
fun tions randomly generated from H3 to simulate dynami
set-asso iative s heme. Eight identi al hash fun tions (also
from H3 ) are used to simulate stati set-asso iative s heme.
Randomly-generated 97-bit layer-4 addresses are used as
hash keys. Ten experiments were ondu ted to obtain ea h
experimental data entry and hen e the standard deviation
(\Stdev"). We an see that the theoreti al and simulation
results are very lose and the standard deviation is very
small. This independently orroborates the N-universal
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property of H3 hash fun tions. From Table III, we an see
that given a load, dynami is mu h smaller than stati .
For example, when the load ratio ( ) is 0.8, stati is 4
times larger than dynami . This is to say that the ollision miss in the dynami s heme is only 25% of the ollision
miss ratio in the stati s heme!
The bene t of using near-LRU algorithm and dynami
set-asso iative a he be omes obvious when we simulated
the miss ratio of our a he ar hite ture under FIXWEST
tra e 1. The a he ar hite ture onsists of N = 8 banks
with M = 2048 entries ea h, and Dexpire is set to 5.3 se onds. We obtained a total miss ratio of 8.0 per ent with
a standard deviation of only 0.6%. This miss ratio is very
lose to the theoreti al minimum miss ratio 7.7 per ent
that is a hieved using 16384 (16834 = 8  2048) entries of
LRU a he. In ontrast, simulation on an 8-way 2048-set
stati set-asso iative a he with random repla ement poli y produ ed a 11.9 per ent miss ratio, whi h is almost 50%
higher.
C. Design Alternatives and Parameter Tuning

Numerous design alternatives were attempted and their
performan e measured/simulated before we settled with
the design hoi es made in this ar hite ture. On e we had
made these design hoi es, we then needed to nely tune
the system parameters to a hieve the highest and most
stable hit ratio possible. In this se tion, we present the
rationale behind one su h design hoi e and an example of
parameter tuning.
(1) We explained that when there is a a he miss and
there are more than one entries in the urrent a he set
that have expired, the vi tim is randomly hosen from these
entries. We all this mode of operation random mode. An
alternative is to hoose vi tim from the lowest index among
this set, whi h we all prioritized mode. Re all that the obje tive of dynami a he is to redu e , whi h ultimately
leads to the redu tion of R ollision . We an show that prioritized mode leads to even smaller (we prove that it is
a tually optimal) than random mode. For example, using
the same data set as used to generate Table III, prioritized mode an further redu e the by 75%. So at the
early stage of our study, we expe t that prioritized mode
would produ e lower miss ratio, only to be de ed by the
simulation results. The reason is that on the one hand, a
large portion of negative miss ratio omes from Rstealing ,
hits produ ed by expired (but not dead) a he entries. The
stealing ratio su ers in the prioritized mode be ause the repla ement a tivity is now on entrated in low-index banks
so that an expired entry is mu h less likely to steal a hit.
On the other hand, the saving from the prioritized mode
is tiny be ause the ollision miss in the random mode has
already been very small.
(2) Dexpire is an important parameter that needs to be
nely tuned. Dexpire dire tly a e ts F , the number of a F is the load fa tor. If
tive ows. We have shown that MN
this load fa tor is too large ( lose to 1), the miss ratio will
be high be ause there will be too many ollisions. If this
fa tor is too small, the miss ratio will also be high be ause
the a he will not be making the best hoi e in a he re-
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pla ement. The parameter tuning is to nd the best F in
the middle. Dexpire is set a ordingly to a hieve this F .
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VII. Lazy-Writeba k

We have seen in Se tion V that the throughput of the
route a he is about 21:1 of the memory throughput. A
hit will need two memory a esses be ause a writeba k is
needed to update the EXPIRE bits. However, if a series of
pa kets (say 10) hit a layer-4 route entry within a very short
period (<< Dexpire ), there is really no need to perform a
writeba k every time a hit happens. A writeba k is needed
only after the 1st and the 10th a ess. We proposed a
s heme, alled lazy-writeba k to redu e the number of su h
unne essary writeba ks as follows. When a hit happens,
there will be a writeba k only if the entry is more than
Dwriteba k se onds old. We have simulated the e e t of
this s heme using the same setting (Dexpire = 5:3s, N =8,
M = 2048) that are used in the last se tion. We set the
Dwriteba k to 1 se ond. We found that the miss ratio R is
in reased only by 0.04% (from 8.00% to 8.04%). However,
this s heme uts the per entage of writeba ks by 83.3%
(from 100% to 16.7%). Using this s heme, the average
number of memory a esses per lookup is redu ed to 1.25.
The throughput of the a he using 400/800 MHz SLDRAM
now improves to 37.5/75 MLPS, enough to support 75/150
Gbps layer-4 routers.
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VIII. Summary

We designed and implemented a novel layer-4 route
a he ar hite ture to support layer-4 lookup at memory
a ess speeds. It implements our near-LRU a he management algorithm using our novel dynami set-asso iative
s heme. We demonstrated through tra e-driven simulation
that near-LRU algorithm is able to a hieve high and stable hit ratio and is near-optimal. We showed that the same
high and stable hit ratio an be a hieved in the future when
the Internet traÆ volume be omes mu h larger, at the ost
of larger a he size that grows at most linearly with the
traÆ volume. To best approximate fully-asso iative nearLRU using relatively inexpensive set-asso iative hardware,
we invented a dynami set-asso iative s heme that exploits
the ni e properties of N-universal hash fun tions. Using
both statisti al analysis and simulation study, we showed
that dynami set-asso iative s heme uts the ollision miss
ratio of traditional set-asso iative a he by 75% to 90%.
We des ribed a VLSI implementation of the a he ar hite ture and analyzed the fun tion, performan e, and hardware
omplexity of the omponents. Through our simulation
study using FIXWEST tra es, we demonstrated that this
ar hite ture a hieves 92% hit ratio with only 0.6% standard
deviation. Using our lazy-writeba k s heme that further
improves the throughput by 70% per ent, the a he ar hite ture an support 75/150 Gbps (using 400/800 MHz SLDRAM) layer-4 swit hing at a worst- ase ost of 700/1700
dollars. In on lusion, this a he ar hite ture demonstrates
that layer-4 a hing is a viable and ost-e e tive solution
for supporting high-speed layer-4 swit hing.
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